
ABSTRACT: There has been such Interest In the study of the

dynamical properties or type IX cosaologlcal models. Such studies

rely on the use of Kasner stages together with an associated

discretization of the orbit. In this work I argue that this

discretization is essentially 1-dloensional and does not yield a

complete specification of the pair of ooaentua variables. I show

that a consistent approximation, with the correct number of

parameters, can be extracted froa the dynamics of separatrix

transitions. In this context It Is stressed that the

discretization falls to describe essential properties of this

class of toücls.



I. INTRODUCTION

Very few nonlinear systems yield a detailed qualitative

analysis of their dynamics and discretizations in teras of

Poincaré maps require numerical simulation. The Mlxmaster universe

(diagonal Bianchl IX nwdel) iiSdidtObe the first example In which

chaos was detected In Elnsten's equations [1-3). Among the many

interesting properties of this system it was found that a

1-dimensional approximation giving a discretization of the orbit

in terms of a Kasner parameter can be introduced. This

construction has been widely used in connection with the dynamical

and ergodic behaviour of the model since its Poincare map

possesses an exact analytic foro[3J. From Misner's analysis [2]

we know that the Mixmaster model has two degrees of freedom but

the only truly independent parameter used so far to describe tr3

model is the Kasner parameter. In this paper I show that the

Bogoyavlenskll-Novikov [4] method can be consistently used to

obtain a 2-dimenslonal approximation that properly parametrizes

the canonical momenta of the system. As will be seen, such

approximation is not discrete during Kasner transitions since

in this state of the notion the parameters evolve continuously

linking two consecutive Kasner stages. We mention briefly that

this Is not the only Instance In which the discretization fails to

provide adequate treatment of the properties of type IX models

(diagonal or not).



II. COMPARYING SEVERAL APPROACHES

The geometrical and dynamical properties of the Mixmaster

systea are described In tents of the netrlc tensor g. . and Its

canonical ly conjugate monentun tensor « , 1, J = 1, 2, 3. The

homogeneity of the model Is accounted for by a simply transitive

action of S0(3) over a 30 sphere and all tensor components are

expressed In an S0(3)-Invariant basis [5]. Let BKL, M. CN stand

respectively for Belinskli, Khalatnlkov and Llfshltz, Misner.

Bogoyavlenskli and Novlkov, and Introduce the following parametri-

zations:

BKL : (g ) = (a2, b2, c2)
* J

ir4, n̂ ir,) ; \ --n^ j£ • v ̂

In BN two s e t s of variables are used: (g , n I J ) e Rs and (y, a,

C, w) 6 S X S x R x R supplemented by some physical

conditions [4] (e .g . y > 0, w > 0, e t c ) . Evolution in BKL

parametrlzation i s expressed in t er t s of the time parameter

dt = (abc) dt, with t the synchronous time [6 ] , while BN uses

dA = P dt /2 / q t q£ q^ . Mlsnir'j timt cemcidts with



liKL fouf.d that when the universe evolves in the direction of

contraction of space, det g —*o, i.e. towards the cosaological

singularity, an approximation of the orbit can be obtained froa a

sequence of Kasner solution where(^(t))= ̂ id^At/h ̂ tf^.fAt)1'') .

Here A > 0 arid Ep = 1 = Ip define a Kasner circle parametrized

by a Kasner parameter u > 1 so that p = p (u). The discrete

evolution is coded 11-61 In a sequence {u.} on the circle and the

approach to the singularity is given as a sequence of Kasner

transitions u —* u as k-ta. The most important transitions

define an infinite sequence {x > of bounce transitions, giving the
n • •" ' ' ™

Polnearé map T: x —» x of the model [3]. It can be shown that T
n n»l

is responsible for the chaotic properties of the discrete orbit

{Tnx}, x some initial point in the unit interval.

During the Kasner stages it is well known [1,2] that the

approximation Suli)- i/\t)^i gets better as the singularity is

approached and one can easily determine (7] smooth functions f*

such that

R £ = : f± (u, A) (4)

where u and A are constant for each stage. The main point here is

to observe that In this approximation A is not independent from u

since its value after the tfensítúm 11 ] is given byA'=AU-|p (u)|).

This fact blatantly withstands Misner's analysis 12] on the model

in which this system has two degrees of freedom and n., K



represent the two canonically independent momentum variables. The

discretization Just discussed works well at describing the

sequence {u > but has nothing to say about the dynamics that
n —————.—„

occurs during the transitions. Such dynamics complements Kasner

stages and is the only place where one can look Tor a truly

Independent generalization of A

In BN approach one attaches the singularity as a boundary

T = It;; /detOn = 0> tb physical space. Using the time scale \ we

can analytically extend the equations of motion to F where useful

simplification emerge. The evolution towards the singularity is

described by an attractor in F comprised of three circles of

unstable equilibrium points (w « 0, y = 6 , Zo = - V 2 ',
n In 1

EA 8 = 1), equivalent to the Kasner circle with p = 1 • • 2 ' o ,

and two classes of separatrices. (1) Kasner separatrices Joining

one circle to another, (11) transition separatrlces from one

circle to itself. Since we are mainly interested in Kasner

transitions we give the general equations describing solution (ii)

(solutions asymptotically close to (1) satisfy $i;(t)- (/\.t) ** ) •
First impose y » 5 and H = 2 ) a a - 1 - w/4 = 0; then, on

n In L» 1 J

this region of F we get [4]

/ - A?) 4j -

where the dot means A-time derivative. Separatrlces of this kind



start and end at circle 1 where w = 0. During the notion between

endpolnts w > 0 while a-varlablts define a geodesic on the sphere

S 2 (from (5)/(o(/a )' = 0). The relationship between the Initial

and final points on these separatrlces reproduces the Kasner

replacement law u —> u (4).



III. PARAMETRIZATION of 7t+

On the ICasner circle It Is clear that u and some component a

of A can be used Interchangeably. The advantage of a is that It

can be defined during transitions where the evolution in terms of

u breaks down. The generalization of A is found by expressing

Misner's Hamiltonlan (2) in terms of the trace of the momentum

tensor, h * 2* | II |, 0 * £ TT(q . (2), (3), and using h - 4x A

for a ICasner universe. Thus the evolution of (a, II) reproduces the

sequence of Kasner configurations (u, A) already, discussed with A

and D constants at each stage. During the replacement u —• u we

only know the states "before" and "after", as in a scattering

problem. The discretization says nothing about the dynamics

"between" consecutiveffasner stages. However a fairly complete

study of U,II)-dynamics can be made by using the simplification

that occurs on the boundary: a travels along geodesies on S while

D satisfies D » Pw. w e T (SEE NOTE). One cannot assume a priori

that the interval AA , where the transition occurs, is brief and
ft

AA -» 0 as n-*» since in this state of the motion the system is
A

close to a separatrlx (see § 4). Also observe that in BN approach

there are other variables involved in the bounce dynamics but for

the purpose of specifying the momenta K in eq. (6) we only need

4 and II. To check that II cannot be constant during the transitions

Just consider i s Pw, Since the orbits In phase space Intersect



the surface p q = p q = p q = 0, H = 0 transversal ly (see the

bock In Fief.4. p.44) there is no interval (A , A ) on which P = 0.

During transitions w > 0 and we conclude II cannot vanish on finite

open intervals. Observe that II > 0 and consequently this variable

is Bonotonlc, bounded (according to BN conventions II < 0) ) and

presents no chaotic properties. This agrees with the tehavlour

observed for the positive parameter A because it decreases after

each transition and the only chaotic variable for this aodel is u.

Since in physical space the variables o, can be approximated by

geodesies on S c F the structure of the bounce relevant to our

study is completely specified by the pair (a, II) (we could also

have used U , w) but this would not have provided a direct

relationship with * ). During Kasner stages & = constt n =• const,

and the discrete 1-dimenslonal approximation aeans that these

constants are determined by a Kasner parameter at the circle

endpolnt of some separatrlx. As transition occurs A and 0 become

dynamically active and independent variables specified by

equations (5) and ü »Pw. In this state of the motion it is not

possible to find a 1-parameter approximation for these variables

because the concept of Kasner stages, with its associated

discretization, is meaningless. It only remains to use (1) and (3)

In order to relate the pair (• , •_) with U, II) (this also

serves as a generalization to (4)). From « = 6* U •« ) P -4«,

«_» 6 « ( ^ - Ô 2 ) P/ZIF, P » II/X^, and since a single * parametrizes
2

the motion on S one can find smooth functions + such that



. n) (6)

It is Important to notice that e»p<"«**>on (*) holds

not only during Kasner stages, as is the case with (u. A), but en

the whole orbit. For the purpose or the present work the aoaentua

variables already provided the sain points we wanted to discuss

and the consideration of the variables canonically conjugate to

(• , •_) will not alter any of the conclusions and consequences

arising froa (6).

Finally we aention that the discretization autilates other

properties of the continuous orbit. The aaxlaal Liapunov exponent

X obtained directly froa the differential equations that describe

the Bodel decays asymptotically to zero, as noticed by Francisco

and Hatsas (8). This result has also been observed by Ha and

Uainwrlght [9]. Burd et al (10). Hobil et al (11) and can now be

considered an intrinsic feature of the model. When computing the

Liapunov exponent for the discrete sap one disregards the interval

of tlae between iterations and obtains a iixed positive value. The

point Is that such interval grows exponentially with the number of

Iterations as the singularity is approached (12) and the

divergence of orbits per unit tlae aust necessarily fall to zero.

The present work on the aosentua variables has provided additional

evidence that the dynamics of the transitions plays an lnportant

role and cannot be neglected otherwise our understanding of this

aodel will remain incosplete.



IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen t*»ai as long as Kasner stages are concerned A

and II can be specified by a single Kasner paraaeter. This scheme

breaks down during the transitions and two variables must be

Introduced In the approxlnation. A fairly complete description of

this situation can be given due to the siapllcations that emerge

when a boundary is attached to physical space.

U» stated that the tlae AA spent during transitions does not

satisfy AÀ — » 0 for n—»«. As the systea aoves towards F it

approaches sosae separatrlx and the tiae spent close to it cannot

be taken to be vanishlngly saall. This does not preclude the

possibility that AA « 6 where 6 is the tlae spent close to

Kasner separatrices (In Hisner's context such result has been

derived by Ryan [5]). On the other hand we cannot slaply disregard

everything that happens during the transition» otherwise we would

have to conclude that the spatial sections of the Mlxmaster nodel

gets closer and closer to 3D planes since this Is the geometry of

the Kasner aodel.

In addition to A other useful parameters can be defined for

this system, such as the Integer part of u or the successive

aaxlaa of spatial scales, but all of thea use the Kasner paraaeter

to determine their evolution. The 1-dlaenslonal approximation

works well in practice because the time spent close to Kasner

solutions may dominate over other configurations. However Hisner's

9



approach suggests that the dynamical evolution requires soae kind

of 2-dlaenslonal approximation and this leads naturally to the

point of view of separatrlx transitions where a complete paraae-

trlzatlon • can be found.
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NOTE (P.6) Objects on the boundary serve to approxlnate physical

space variables in the asymptotic region close to

I\ All the results In (1-3) use this kind of

argunent. In our case the behaviour during the

transition near F for variable IT is obtained fro»

the behaviour of w on F through (5) and reads II =• Pw.
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